The 2005 Formula SAE Season

There are a lot of new faces in the garage. Everyone is really excited about what this year is going to bring. We have experience and fresh ideas on the team and that's what we need to get a winning car built.

This year we are going to send out a monthly newsletter to the member, sponsors, and supporters to keep everyone updated about the progress of our car. This is the first edition of the year. If you want a newsletter emailed to you email Albert Swantner. If you are a sponsor who wants more information about FSAE, contact Chris Auerbach.

Progress

So far the frame has been analyzed and partially built. The old car has been torn apart and rebuilt to analyze the strengths and weaknesses of “Rusty” so that our new car can be even better. We are currently working on designing the suspension and many other components. By the end of the month we hope to have the suspension mostly done, the wiring harness finished, the frame welded, the exhaust system done, and have built the intake and the restrictor. We have a long month ahead of us.

CONTACTS

Co-Captains

Chris Auerbach cwilso@mail.utexas.edu
David Hache daghoun@mail.utexas.edu
Penelope Campbell pen@mail.utexas.edu

Newsletter

Albert Swantner aswantner@gmail.com
Eric Almaraz edalmaraz@gmail.com

Special thanks to these sponsors: